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Context 
 Need for soil information  
 The future lies in new soil data acquision ?! 
 The SMB and the digital soil maps as a « Holy Grail » ?! 
 
 The Soil Map of Belgium : an essential resource, with a 
underused/misused wealthy potential 
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Misuse/underuse of the 
Soil Map of Belgium 
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Misuse/underuse of the SMB 
 Complexity of the map and its legend 
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Misuse/underuse of the SMB 
 Complexity of the map and its legend 
 Great number of legend units 
 « Symbol by symbol » use of the map, with strict definition 
 The map has a history... 
 regional nuance, implicit information, evolution of concepts and 
legend 
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Misuse/underuse of the SMB 
Presence of FRAGIPAN 
 
 Explicit : 
 dedicated symbol : var. dev. « (m) » (fragipan) 
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Misuse/underuse of the SMB 
30 ha 
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Misuse/underuse of the SMB 
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Misuse/underuse of the SMB 
Presence of FRAGIPAN 
 
 Explicit : 
  dedicated symbol : var. dev. « (m) » (frapipan) 
 « diverted » symbol : subst. « a » (deeply weathered) 
 Implicit : 
 related symbol : prof. dev. « c » (very spotted Bt) with text. « A » 
 Abc in the Soignes Forest (Albeluvisols) 
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Misuse/underuse of the SMB 
Presence of FRAGIPAN 
 
 Explicit : 
  dedicated symbol : var. dev. « (m) » (frapipan) 
 « diverted » symbol : subst. « a » (deeply weathered) 
 Implicit : 
 related symbol : prof. dev. « c » (very spotted Bt) with text. « A » 
 inferred from regional context (hypothesis to confirm in the field) 
  loamy soils (ADa0, ...) in the Haute-Marlagne wood, ... 
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Misuse/underuse of the SMB 
Deckers these 
 Gbb, Gbbr2, ... 
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Misuse/underuse of the SMB 
 Complexity of the map and its legend 
 Great number of legend units 
 « Symbol by symbol » use of the map, with strict definition 
 The map has a history... 
 Soil field observation !!! 
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Misuse/underuse of the SMB 
 Complexity of the map and its legend 
 Great number of legend units 
 « Symbol by symbol » use of the map, with strict definition 
 The map has a history... 
 Soil field observation !!! 
 The soil map + legacy data 
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The Digital Soil Map of Wallonia Project 
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The Digital Soil Map of Wallonia Project 
2001-2004 Digitisation of the map  DSMW 
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The Digital Soil Map of Wallonia Project 
2.1 Outlines vectorisation 
2.3 Building topology 
2.5 Labeling polygons 





1.3 Quality control (QC) 
3.5 Final QC (Integration) 
2.7 Final QC (restitution) 
3.2 Creating seamless map 
3.1 Geometrical corrections 
3.3 Merging in a unique vector layer 
3.4 Unique and homogeneous legend  
4. Integration in a geodatabase   
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The Digital Soil Map of Wallonia Project 
2001-2004 Digitisation of the map  DSMW 
2004-2007 Valorisation of the map 
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The Digital Soil Map of Wallonia Project 
Map of the Main Soil Types of Wallonia (1:250,000) 
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The Digital Soil Map of Wallonia Project 
Districts (DER) and Sectors (SER) of Rural Space 
24 DER 
196 SER 
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The Digital Soil Map of Wallonia Project 
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The Digital Soil Map of Wallonia Project 
MST at 1:100,000 
Soil limitation for spreading 
Soil capability for culture 
Derived maps 
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Contribution of the Project 
selected examples 
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Contribution of the Project 
 Back to the field ! 
 « permanent » operational team (6 p.) 
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Contribution of the Project 
 Back to the field ! 
 Thematic revision of the soil map 
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Contribution of the Project 
Natural drainage 
 truncated soil ; 
     C horizon (parent material) 
     at low depth 
 colluvions ; buried Bt horizon 
EROSION 
DEPOSITION 
Aba0 - Aba1 






















THEMES Hydromorphy  Hydrodynamic 
Precision ↗ Update 
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Contribution of the Project 
 Back to the field ! 
 Thematic revision of the soil map 
 Acquisition of new data 
 missing data 
 linked to soil typology 
 sampling strategy 
 « permanent », intrinsic parameters 
 order of magnitude for main soils in all regions 
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Contribution of the Project 
Samples in relation with 
main soil parent materials 
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Contribution of the Project 
Samples in relation with 
main soil parent materials 
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Contribution of the Project 
 Back to the field ! 
 Thematic revision of the soil map 
 Acquisition of new data 
 Gathering, archiving and documenting historical documents 
     related to the soil map (from chief cartographers, ...) 
 field notes, unpublished reports, minutes of meetings, letters, draft 
maps, ... 
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Contribution of the Project 
 Back to the field ! 
 Thematic revision of the soil map 
 Acquisition of new data 
 Gathering, archiving and documenting historical documents 
     related to the soil map (from chief cartographers, ...) 
 Making the soil map more accessible, understandable, usable 
    and useful 
 Web viewer : cartopro3.wallonie.be/CIGALE 
 Booklets download in pdf (soon !) 
 Derived, simplified maps (1/100 000, ...) 
 New booklets based on physically based zones (compilation, update 
      + soil organisation model, catena, illustration, regional nuance, ...) 
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Contribution of the Project 
 Back to the field ! 
 Thematic revision of the soil map 
 Acquisition of new data 
 Gathering, archiving and documenting historical documents 
     related to the soil map (from chief cartographers, ...) 
 Making the soil map more accessible, understandable, usable 
    and useful 
 Web viewer : cartopro3.wallonie.be/CIGALE 
 Booklets download in pdf (soon !) 
 Derived, simplified maps (1/100 000, ...) 
 New booklets based on physically based zones 
 Formation, vulgarisation field days, ... 
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Contribution of the Project 
 Back to the field ! 
 Thematic revision of the soil map 
 Acquisition of new data 
 Gathering, archiving and documenting historical documents 
     related to the soil map (from chief cartographers, ...) 
 Making the soil map more accessible, understandable, usable 
    and useful 
 Toward multi-scale regional Soil Information Systems 
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Contribution of the Project 
ha %
4110 291 3.1 Aba, Aba(b), AbB
4112 319 3.4 (x)Aba
4114 163 1.7 uAba2_3
4510 2 0.0 Abp, Abp(c), xAbp2
4130 576 6.1 Aca, Ada
4132 293 3.1 (x)Aca, (x)Ada
4134 82 0.9 uADa2_3
7410 957 10.1 Gbap2, GbBp2
7412 1204 12.7 Gbap4, Gbbp4, GbBp4
7420 372 3.9 GDap2, GDBp2
7440 90 0.9 GbBfp2
7442 75 0.8 GbBfp4
7510 137 1.4 Gbbk2, GbBk2
7512 833 8.8 Gbbk4, Gbbk6
7540 415 4.4 GbBK2
7542 637 6.7 GbBK4
7630 299 3.2 Gbax2, GbBx2, GDax2, GDBx2
7632 301 3.2 Gbax4, GbBx4
10100 786 8.3 A-Gbp
10200 724 7.6 A-GDp, A-GFp





Sols limoneux à horizon B 
textural / B structural / sans 
développement de profil












Sols limono-caillouteux à charge 
calcaire ou argilo-calcaire




































Altitudinal profile Slope profile 
Change in scale 
Change in level of perception 
… 
Soil profile 







500 m 1000 m 
Catena 
Toward multi-scale regional Soil Information Systems 
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Contribution of the Project 
 Back to the field ! 
 Thematic revision of the soil map 
 Acquisition of new data 
 Gathering, archiving and documenting historical documents 
     related to the soil map (from chief cartographers, ...) 
 Making the soil map more accessible, understandable, usable 
    and useful 
 Toward multi-scale regional Soil Information Systems 
 Collaborations 
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La révision de la CNSW 
RÉQUASUD  Réquacarto 
sampling homogeneous zones 
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La révision de la CNSW 
HHA USPED model validation 
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Thanks for your attention… 
… dedicated to the mans who made the map … 
 … and to the mans who get it lived … 
